
Yizkor Service Preparations 
 

Rabbi David will be leading the Yizkor at 5:15 pm on Yom Kippur afternoon. Given that we will 
not be together in the same physical space, one of the beloved Kehilla ritual processes will not 
be available to us this year: The Scroll of Memory. 
 
We considered a variety of ways to create a substitute that is as deep and as beautiful but 
within the Zoom environment. This is what we decided. It requires people to prepare in advance. 
 
We want to create a “Zoom Quilt of Memory.” The Yizkor service will be in a meeting format so 
everyone can be seen who has their video on. The idea is that for some period in the Yizkor 
service, you will display the names and/or pictures of those you are remembering. You could do 
this with an artistic Virtual Background, or on a card, or a piece of 8x11 paper. You can make it 
as artistically as you want, or it can be simply the names written or printed out, perhaps in 
colors. For those not doing the Virtual Background, there will be a time when people are asked 
to hold up their cards, pages or photos up to their device’s camera to fill the screen. If you are 
doing the Virtual Background approach, then during that moment, position your device so that 
you cannot be seen, just the background.  
 
To do the Yizkor Virtual Background, in advance create your display, then photograph it (in 
landscape/horizontal format) so that it wind’s up in your computer’s photo library. Turn on your 
device’s Zoom. And start a meeting (yes, all by yourself). On the lower left where it says “Stop 
Video” you’ll see an up-carrot to its right. Click on the carrot, and then click on “Choose Virtual 
Background.” On the far right of that window, you will see a + sign. Click on that and then click 
on “Add Image.” Your Finder will come up. Access your photos and choose the one for Yizkor. 
It will immediately become your background. After you have made it one of your background 
choices, you can readjust back to the background (or “no background”) that you usually use. 
Just before Yizkor, you can make it your background for that service. 
 
You can also see a tutorial on creating your virtual background on Zoom by clicking here.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Sg-XaGGl2I&ab_channel=FlippedClassroomTutorials

